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Abstract. An algorithm based on Newton’s Method is proposed for ac-
tion selection in continuous state- and action-space reinforcement learning
without a policy network or discretization. The proposed method is val-
idated on two benchmark problems: Cart-Pole and double Cart-Pole on
which the proposed method achieves comparable or improved performance
with less parameters to tune and in less training episodes than CACLA,
which has previously been shown to outperform many other continuous
state- and action-space reinforcement learning algorithms.
1 Introduction
When reinforcement learning (RL) [1] is applied to problems with continuous
state- and action-space it is impossible to compare the values of all possible
actions; thus selecting the greedy action a from the set of all actions A available
from the currents state s requires solving the optimization problem:
argmax
a
Q(s, a), ∀a ∈ A (1)
Although it has been stated that if ∇aQ(s, a) is available it would be possible
to apply a gradient based method [2], it is often asserted that directly solving the
optization problem would be prohibitively time-consuming [3, 4]. Here we inves-
tigate the possibility of applying Newton’s Method to solving (1), and present
results obtained on two benchmark problems from the literature: Cart-Pole and
double Cart-Pole. Performance is compared to a state-of-the-art method: con-
tinuous actor critic learning automaton (CACLA) which has previously been
shown to outperform other techniques on the Cart-Pole problem [5].
2 Current Methods
There are several approaches to applying RL to problems with continuous state-
and action-space, and although they all enable the application of RL to contin-
uous problems they also all have some drawbacks:
Action-space discretization [2] the granularity of which must be determined
to allow suﬃcient representation of the value function whilst ensuring |A| re-
mains small enough to allow evaluation of all actions; this is addressed, to some
extent, by [6] which only selects from two actions a± aΔ, however, this signif-
icantly limits the possible actions; interpolation [7] suﬀers from a similar trade
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oﬀ between suﬃcient wires to represent the value function without requiring too
much computation; actor-critic methods [4] require two function approximators,
which must both be trained; direct policy search [8, 9] requires many episodes,
which may be expensive, in order to optimize the policy function without taking
advantage of rewards received at each time-step.
3 Proposed Method
The method proposed here applies the well known iterative optimization tech-
nique Newton’s Method (NM) [10] to solving (1) in order to select the greedy
action a, by taking advantage of the ability to quickly calculate ∇aQ(s, a) and
∇2aQ(s, a) when a multilayer perceptron (MLP) is applied to the approximation
of the value function. By setting s to the current state, we are able to solve (1)
using NM, as shown in Algorithm 1.
In the following experiments a single hidden layer MLP was used with 12
nodes in the hidden layer, with a tanh activation function and a linear output
layer. The SARSA algorithm [1] was applied to calculate the error used to
update the value function, and backpropagation (with momentum of 0.75) was
utilized in updating the weights; hence, we shall refer to the proposed method
as NM-SARSA.
Algorithm 1 Newton’s Method Action Selection
1: procedure GetActionNM(s)
2: abest ← 0
3: for all a0 ∈ {amin, amin + aΔ, . . . , amax − aΔ, amax} do
4: a ← a0, aprevious ← amax + 10
5: for i ← 1,max iterations do
6: a ←
[
a − ∂Q(s,a)/∂a
∂2Q(s,a)/∂a2
]amax
amin
 Limit a to allowable range
7: if Q(s, a) > Q(s, abest) then
8: abest ← a
9: end if
10: if |a − aprevious| < 0.001 then
11: break  If a has converged move on to next a0
12: end if
13: aprevious ← a
14: end for
15: end for
16: return abest
17: end procedure
As few iterations of NM were required to converge, this algorithm does not in-
troduce a signiﬁcantly large run-time overhead compared with discretized meth-
ods, whilst allowing any a ∈ [amin, amax]. As NM-SARSA is not limited to the
discrete actions amin + n · aΔ, which are merely the starting points for NM, it
is possible to apply a far larger aΔ for this algorithm than with action-space
discretization methods (here aΔ = 0.5 was applied to selecting a ∈ [−1, 1]).
A maximum of 10 iterations of NM was used; however, if there was no signiﬁ-
cant change in a the NM loop was terminated immediately. Also, as a sometimes
reached a point where it was switching between 2 or more values, abest was up-
dated at every iteration to ensure the maximum action was returned.
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4 Experiments
The Cart-Pole problem and double pole variant were used to evaluate the per-
formance of NM-SARSA. In both problems the aim is for the agent to learn
a control policy to balance the pole(s) for a speciﬁed duration of time whilst
remaining within the boundaries of the track.
Both experiments were conducted without noise, with Gaussian noise and
also with uniform noise. Noise was added to the action after it was limited to
the allowable range; thus the applied force may exceed that which was available
to the agent. The agent was not made aware of noise, and therefore would up-
date the value and policy functions based on the selected action rather than the
action applied to the environment. Gaussian noise was generated from the nor-
mal distribution and multiplied by Fmax, whereas uniform noise was randomly
selected from [−Fmax/2, Fmax/2].
For each episode a simulation was run for a maximum of 120 simulated
seconds and was terminated immediately if either the pole (one of the poles)
fell or the cart reached the edge of the track. The pole was considered to have
fallen if |θ| > π/15, and the cart reached the edge of the track if |x| > 2.4.
Every 0.02 simulated seconds the RL agent selected an action; noise was added
to the action; the environment was updated using the Runge Kutta fourth order
method and the reward was calculated. The reward was -1 if the pole fell or the
cart reached the edge of the track and 0 otherwise.
θ
x
(a) Diagram of the Cart-Pole prob-
lem.
θ1
θ2
x
(b) Diagram of the double Cart-
Pole problem.
The parameters of the RL agents for both experiments are listed in Table 1.
These parameters were found to perform best of all those experimented with on
the noise-free setting, but were not re-tuned when noise was added.
Parameter
Cart-Pole Double Cart-Pole
NM-SARSA CACLA NM-SARSA CACLA
Learn rate 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1
RL step-size (α) 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2
CACLA variance (β) N/A 0.001 N/A 0.001
RL discount rate (γ) 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9
Exploration Gaussian Gaussian none Gaussian
Table 1: RL Agent Parameters
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4.1 Cart-Pole Balance Problem
The Cart-Pole problem is a widely used control benchmark problem [5, 11],
but often the actions are limited to A = {0,±10}N; here, however, continuous
actions are permitted. The equations of motion used to update the environment
were as [11].
The state vector comprised the pole angle; pole angular velocity; cart distance
from centre of track; and cart velocity s = [θ, θ˙, x, x˙]. The action was the force
applied to the cart a = F ∈ [−10, 10]N. The initial state for each episode was [0+
o, 0, 0, 0], where o was uniformly generated oﬀset in the range [−0.05, 0.05]. The
exploration schedule used for both CACLA and NM-SARSA was implemented
by multiplying the random exploration value by a coeﬃcient before applying
it to the action. This exploration coeﬃcient was set to 1 at the start of each
episode and was reduced at each time-step by 0.001 until it reached 0.
4.2 Double Cart-Pole Balance Problem
The double Cart-Pole problem is an extension of the standard Cart-Pole prob-
lem, whereby the cart has two poles, of diﬀering lengths, both of which must be
balanced. The simulation in this experiment was the same as that of [4] except
the maximum time of the simulation was 120s (rather than 20s) making the task
more challenging.
The state vector comprised the angle and angular velocity of each pole; cart
distance from centre of track; and cart velocity s = [θ1, θ˙1, θ2, θ˙2, x, x˙]
, and the
action was the force applied to the cart a = F ∈ [−40, 40]N. The initial state for
each episode was [ π180 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
 (as [4]).
The exploration magnitude used by CACLA was kept constant for all episodes,
but every tenth episode was run without exploration to determine when learn-
ing has been achieved. This was found to perform better than any exploration
schedules tested. The exploration size was smaller than was used in [4] as in
those experiments it was orders of magnitude larger than the maximum action
thereby forcing the agent to learn a bang-bang control policy.
5 Results
Results were produced from 50 diﬀerent runs of NM-SARSA and CACLA. As
soon as the agent succeeded in one of the episodes no further training took place;
however, 10 testing episodes were carried out with no training or exploration in
order to test the performance of the controller. The percentage of runs in which
the agent succeeded for all 10 testing episodes is the testing success rate.
Table 2 shows the success rate, median, minimum and maximum number of
episodes taken by each method to successfully balance the Cart-Pole for 120s,
and also the testing success rate. There were no testing episodes when noise was
not applied to the double Cart-Pole as the initial state was the same for every
episode.
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Problem Method Noise
Success
Rate
Episodes to Train Testing
Success RateMedian Min Max
Single Pole
CACLA
None 100% 129 68 267 98%
Gaussian 100% 136 76 314 92%
Uniform 100% 149 84 269 90%
NM-SARSA
None 100% 98 52 215 98%
Gaussian 100% 79 39 127 94%
Uniform 100% 81 48 155 90%
Double Pole
CACLA
None 96% 430 20 970 N/A
Gaussian 94% 430 180 970 90%
Uniform 40% 720 290 980 32%
NM-SARSA
None 100% 89 2 464 N/A
Gaussian 100% 106 50 639 72%
Uniform 98% 131 49 602 72%
Table 2: Results
As can be seen from Table 2, NM-SARSA achieves comparable performance
with CACLA, but consistently trains in less episodes. On the double pole prob-
lem there was an even greater diﬀerence in the number of episodes required to
train NM-SARSA compared to CACLA, also the success rate of NM-SARSA was
a signiﬁcant improvement over that of CACLA when uniform noise was used.
The plots in Figure 2 were produced on the noise-free simulation, where 1000
episodes were run regardless of whether the agent could balance the pole(s) in
order to calculate the average balance time per episode averaged over the 50
runs. In the Cart-Pole problem (Figure 2a), although training is similar, the
average balance time is always slightly longer for NM-SARSA. As no exploration
reduction was used for CACLA on the double Cart-Pole problem exploration was
set to zero once it was able to balance for all subsequent episodes to avoid the
average times being close to zero due to exploratory actions. It can be seen
from both Table 2 and Figure 2b that NM-SARSA trains in considerably fewer
episodes than CACLA on this problem.
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(a) Cart-Pole task.
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(b) Double Cart-Pole task.
Fig. 2: Balance time per episode, averaged over 50 runs.
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6 Conclusion
A simple method of action selection for continuous state- and action-space RL
was proposed which utilizes NM to take advantage of the ﬁrst and second partial
derivatives of Q(s, a) w.r.t. a. The performance of the proposed method was
tested empirically on two diﬃcult continuous-action control benchmark problems
from the literature, where it was shown to train in less episodes than a state-
of-the-art method with less parameters to tune and is able to update without
exploratory actions, reducing the requirement of tuning the exploration schedule.
NM-SARSA also performed well with the addition of noise applied to the selected
action, where it even exceeded the performance of CACLA on the double Cart-
Pole problem. This came at the cost of increased action selection time, which
was still less than 0.002s in these experiments.
Future work seeks to determine the applicability of derivative-free optimi-
sation techniques, e.g. evolutionary algorithms, to solving (1) which would be
applicable even when the derivatives of Q(s, a) are unavailable.
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